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We want to share a hopeful story about a sustainable farming strategy,

community shared agriculture (CSA), and a local CSA project - the

Fair Share Harvest. We would also like to tell you about our neigh-

bours, the Old Order Amish. In many respects, they are the true economists and

CED practitioners.

In agriculture how the land is used and by whom determines how well people

eat and live. The corporate use of the land is contaminating the soil, our food,

waterways, and the water-table, eroding the topsoil, and in due course will drain

the natural wealth from an area and destroy the opportunities for self-sufficiency.

All of this presents an enormous chal-

lenge to the security of our food and the

survival of the rural community.

Unfortunately most citizens are illiter-

ate about the state of agriculture and the

food system. As Brewster Kneen observes

in his book, From Land to Mouth, farmers

and consumers alike are growing distant

(in space, time, and understanding) from:

� how the food system functions.

� where food is fresh and alive relative

to where it is consumed.

� how the land is farmed.

Increasingly, all levels of government

are creating regulations which promote

and favour large-scale farm enterprises

and global markets and drive small-scale

farmers out of business. Our governments

spend countless dollars trying to create

healthy communities and healthy, self-re-

liant businesses and economies. (We all

know how elusive and difficult these

tasks and mandates are.) Yet at the same

time these same governments unwit-

tingly embark on a path to dismantle posi-

tive exemplars and much needed

community-based resources.

We live with our family on a small farm

in southwestern Ontario. In the last three

years, we have been asked to mediate five

serious barriers to small-scale farming in

our locale. The farmers were members of

the Old Order Amish community (see

sidebar, page 74).

Contrary to all common sense, their

successful, self-reliant, ecologically-sen-

sitive culture was being actively discour-

aged by the mainstream social structure.

We view the effort to remove anti-sense

barriers to sustainable communities as an

important but under-emphasized aspect

of CED work. We believe that the effort

to remove such barriers must be balanced

by the development of sustainable alter-

natives. This article represents a hopeful

example of such an effort.

The Fair Share Harvest

CSA is a food system that

begins at the bottom with

appreciation of people & the

environment. . . . It serves as

a metaphor for empower-

ment, distributive justice, &

the value of diversity in the

social and natural ecology.

Originally published as “Celebrating the

Community in CED” in Making Waves,

Vol. 8, No. 2 (Summer 1997).
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COMMUNITY SHARED

AGRICULTURE

The need to encourage local sustainable

alternatives to the industrial style proc-

esses, ideology, and culture of modern

agriculture prompted us to facilitate a

community shared agriculture project. In

1995 we co-founded the Fair Share Har-

vest CSA with eight Old Order Amish

farm families.

Community Shared Agriculture is an

exciting alternative to conventional agri-

culture. It directly connects the growers

of food with the people who eat it in a way

that benefits everyone. Participating

families (share members) purchase a

share in the farmers’ gardens. This pro-

vides them with a wide variety of fresh,

organically-grown vegetables all season

and a supply of root vegetables for the

winter months (for a total of approxi-

mately 32 weeks of vegetables).

It’s called Community Shared Agricul-

ture because it’s based on the belief that

providing healthy food while maintaining

a healthy eco-system is the responsibility

of everyone. As an example of this value

base, everyone shares the risks and bene-

fits of good or poor growing seasons,

rather than just the farmer. However, if

it’s a poor year for one crop, it’s often a

good year for others.

It’s not about providing the cheapest

food. It’s about providing fresh, healthy

food that sustains people and the environ-

ment at fair prices for everyone. That’s why

we call it the Fair Share Harvest.

Unlike conventional agriculture, the

Fair Share Harvest CSA is a food system

that begins at the bottom with apprecia-

tion of people and the environment. It

reverses the logic of the dominant model

of the food system that has proven so

destructive to people and their social and

natural environments. It serves as a meta-

phor for empowerment, distributive jus-

tice, and the value of diversity in the

social and natural ecology.

THE PRODUCERS: GROWING

VEGETABLES FAMILY STYLE

This past year the Fair Share Harvest CSA

comprised 15 farm families and 117 share

member families. All but one of the farm

families are members of the Old Order

Amish and Mennonite communities. Be-

tween them they have over 600 years of

vegetable-growing experience.

Their gardens include many locally

produced inputs and no pesticides or her-

bicides are used. All of the gardens are

verified organic by the Organic Crop Pro-

ducers and Processors Ontario Inc. All but

one of the families farm with horses. This

reduces the compaction of the soil and

increases its aeration. This along with

composting the manure and the use of

other organic farming methods increases

the soil fertility and adds greatly to the

health value and to the safety of the food.

Working co-operatively by sharing

seeds, ideas, and integrating work and

social time helps to strengthen the grow-

ers’ capacities as farmers. Growing vege-

tables family style and working as a

collective of growers strengthens the

bonds between family and community

members.

During visits to the farms, we are al-

ways aware that the gardening is a true

family activity including even the young-

est (who often get the job of brushing

potato beetles into a pail). Family mem-

bers often have a small plot of their own

from a very early age. They take delight

in working together and enjoy their work

in the garden. Their close connection to

nature and the seasons is very evident.

Producing vegetables is an end in itself

rather than simply a means to an end.

The gardens are part of a mixed farm-

ing operation, adding diversity and thus

security to the farm. The farmers say they

appreciate the income security it pro-

vides. Selling from the farm gate is vari-

able, time-consuming, and unreliable

(especially for those not on a highway).

Now, as Fair Share growers, they know at

the start of the season that their produce

is sold.

With an early start to the season en-

hanced by the greenhouse capacity of two

growers (who provide the group with

early plants), and regular re-plantings of

some vegetables, the land can be very

productive. In 1996, on seven acres of

land we estimated that the Fair Share

Harvest CSA provided approximately 525

people with fresh in-season and root stor-

age vegetables for 32 weeks (an average

of four people per farm and share member

family). Families who purchased an addi-

tional volume of bulk order produce

(wholesale) for root storage or preserving

could maintain themselves in vegetables

and small fruits for the full year.

The growers say they like knowing

they are feeding families and the oppor-

tunity to actually meet some of those

families on “farm day.” That sense of con-

nection is perhaps the most unusual and

meaningful aspect of the CSA model.

THE CONSUMERS: SHARE MEMBERS

How often do people get really excited

Our governments spend

countless dollars trying to

create healthy communities

& healthy, self-reliant

businesses .... Yet at the

same time these same

governments ... embark on

a path to dismantle positive

exemplars & much needed

community-based resources.
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about the food they eat? Typically not

very often. However, we are truly amazed

by the appreciation and enthusiasm of the

share member families involved in the

Fair Share Harvest.

Share members often cite the farm day

as one of the highlights of the CSA expe-

rience. They appreciate meeting the

families who grow their food and like the

reassurance that comes from knowing

how their food is grown. Share members

report their dismay at buying from super-

markets, where customers have no idea of

where the food came from, how it was

grown, what it was

sprayed with, and when

it was actually harvested.

(Most store bought vege-

tables and fruits are

picked green and ripen in

transit to the store

shelves.)

In their evaluations,

share members instead

express the satisfaction

of getting fresh, organi-

cally-grown vegetables,

of supporting local

farms, and of support-

ing ecologically sustain-

able farm practices.

The same day they

are harvested, the vege-

tables are delivered to

drop-spots in Kitchener,

Waterloo, and Stratford. Surplus produce

is packed separately for distribution at

the drop-spot. Some share members pick

up directly at a farm.

The non-traditional farmer in the

group does the deliveries and co-ordi-

nates many aspects. Share members ar-

rive at the drop-spot and select the box

filled with seasonal produce that appeals

to them. Share members have often re-

marked on how beautiful it is to see the

rich variety of produce. The care taken in

growing and packing the vegetables is

evident.

Working with many farm families in-

creases security as well as diversity for

share members. The capacity of the grow-

ers’ group serves as a buffer against risk of

crop failure. If one grower’s onions don’t

do well, you can be certain that someone

else will have a bountiful supply.

MEDIATING GROUP

Common to most CSAs is a group of citi-

zens who are willing to work to set up an

alternative food production and distribu-

tion system. The Milverton-Mornington

Economic Development Corporation

(MMEDC), a local citi-

zens’ group, played the

lead role in marketing

the Fair Share Harvest

CSA and in setting up

the transportation, com-

munication, and admin-

istrative system. Char-

acteristic of most CSAs,

this work has been on a

voluntary basis. Inter-

estingly, most MMEDC

members are also share

members and also in-

clude one grower.

An increasing number

of urban share members

also help out withtasks as

diverse as formatting

newsletters to supervis-

ing a drop-spot. We grow

over 35 different vegetables and some are

novel to most share members. We find it

helpful to prepare a regular newsletter to

communicate pertinent information to

share members about the produce they

are receiving and how they can use it.

In a recent evaluation, all the respond-

ing share members rated themselves as

satisfied or extremely satisfied with the

Fair Share Harvest. And they seem to be

telling their friends. We have had a wait-

ing list of prospective share members for

the past two years.

Generally we see real interest and

THE OLD ORDER AMISH

We have much to learn from self-reli-

ant communities and economies such

as the Old Order Amish. They pro-

vide for their own schools, vocational

training, and job creation. They pay

taxes but rarely use any of govern-

ment services, including schools or

homes for the aged. They have very lit-

tle crime. We are not aware of a sin-

gle member of the Old Order Amish

community who is on welfare. They

do not have the consumption orienta-

tion characteristic of many in modern

society, and do not live their lives in

pursuit of wealth. They have strong

family values, a strong sense of com-

munity, and a deep appreciation of na-

ture.

The Amish are a conserving soci-

ety. Production for them is not a

means to an end but an end in itself.

Their lifestyle is a holistic one. The var-

ied aspects of their lives - work, art,

recreation, socializing, education, and

their economy - are woven together

like the fabric of a quilt. They live a dig-

nified but humble lifestyle and are very

modest about their achievements.

Compared to modern society

where the amount of depression

seems to double every ten years,

there is a relative absence of social

breakdown and alienation among the

Old Order Amish. And when the Old

Order Amish experience a crisis, their

mutual-aid support system serves as a

buffer to diminish the harmful effects.

Further, they graciously offer a helping

hand to others outside their community.

It is important to not idealize the

Old Order Amish. Like the rest of us,

they have contradictions and anoma-

lies within their community. Neverthe-

less they are wonderful neighbours

and citizens and set an example of a

way of living that is abundant, yet not

Control over one’s

food source is em-

powering to farmers

& share members

alike. Buying the

food locally supports

local farm business

& employment &

adds to a commu-

nity’s food security.
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openness to the concept of CSA. But

sometimes people just aren’t there. This

year we expect a return rate of over 80%

of the share members. Last year over 60%

returned.

We attribute the difference in ex-

pected return rate to members’ comfort

with their first year’s experience. False

expectations and misinformation about

food are a common problem. People don’t

know when different vegetables are in

season, for example. They expect carrots

and potatoes in June because they were

being sold in the supermarket. It requires

a lifestyle adjustment to learn to eat with

the seasons.

We work hard to refine and to improve

the CSA in light of what we learn from

growers and share members. Apart from

the annual evaluation by share members,

the growers meet for several days during

the winter for workshops and other forms

of resource exchange.

APPRECIATING & ENHANCING THE

SOCIAL & NATURAL ECOLOGY

Although we almost doubled the number

of growers over the previous year, the

group only permitted a 33% increase in

the overall volume of business. This was

to ensure that we could cope with the

additional responsibilities. Last year 15%

of our gross sales was extra produce for

preserving.

The volume would have been greater

but we didn’t have the capacity to handle

it and had to refuse sales. For the summer

of 1997 the growers permitted a 5% in-

crease in share-member growth. The vol-

ume of bulk order sales has increased by

65%. By mid-March the CSA was sold out

for 1997. Because of the demand for the

produce, we are working on a strategy to

increase the project’s capacity for 1998.

Consistent with the lifestyle and tra-

ditions of the Old Order Amish, if the

project should continue to grow it will be

in small incremental steps. It is unlikely

that any of the growers would wish to

produce for a large number of share mem-

bers. Rather the project would grow by

adding growers to the group.

The CSA concept is about building com-

munity and the Fair Share Harvest helps to

sustain the social ecology of the rural com-

munity. The CSA can be created and main-

tained through a partnership between rural

and urban people. No government or corpo-

rate assistance is required. New relation-

ships and social opportunities emerge

around food, farming, and family. There is a

festive spirit at the drop spots, and during

farm pick-up times and farm days. The

meetings of the growers includes a pot-

luck lunch and always feel like a celebra-

tion.

Control over one’s food source is em-

powering to farmers and share members

alike. Buying the food locally supports

local farm business and employment and

adds to a community’s food security. The

local markets reduce the distance be-

tween the source of food and our mouths.

Organic growing strategies are beneficial

to our bodies and to the environment.

Money up-front and volunteer support of

the CSA infrastructure allow the farmer

to concentrate on growing the food.

Although it is a “small system,” com-

munity shared agriculture honours the

biological and social principle of diversity

on the land and in the community. It is

an example that can be replicated

across other food production and distri-

bution systems without demanding uni-

formity and conformity, except in terms

of sustainable, eco-centric values and

principles. It can inspire many success-

ful “small” local economies and food

systems at reasonable cost to the entire

population.

Hence projects such as the Fair Share

Harvest play a meaningful community-

based economic development role and

serve as an illustration of a sustainable

form of agriculture. It makes a lot of

sense.�

ED BENNETT and DIANNE HEISE are a

husband and wife team who are volunteers

with the Milverton-Mornington Economic

Development Corporation. They and their

children live on a farm in Perth County, On-

tario, and are neighbours with the Old Or-

der Amish.

Although it is a “small

system,” community shared

agriculture honours the

biological & social princi-

ple of diversity on the land

& in the community. It is

... can be replicated across

other food production

& distribution systems

without demanding

uniformity & conformity
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